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A note from the Bartleby advisor

I hope you enjoy the 2021-2022 edition of Bartleby. Lisa Melanson served as the Bartleby
advisor for many years; this year is my first year putting together the publication, and it has been
a privilege to curate the collection of work.

In this year’s edition, you will find numerous poems, some of which were crafted at the annual
Gabe Zimpritch symposium, which was led this year by poet Cornelius Eady. Two students
ended up creating a collaborative poem comprised of their two individual poems from the
symposium. You will also notice various pieces of found poetry from two works, Tim O’Brien’s
The Things They Carried and Toni Morrison’s Sula, along with some prose pieces inspired by the
first chapter of The Things They Carried.

Interspersed throughout, you’ll find photography, self-portraits, and even a music video. This
edition highlights the variety of talent students at CEHS possess. Celebrating the beauty and
power of writing and art feels more important than ever.

Thank you, contributors, for allowing us to showcase your work, and thank you very much, Tom
Farmer, for your assistance in all technical matters relating to creating the magazine. Thank you,
Josie Caton, for designing our beautiful cover.  Also, thank you, Lisa Melanson, for your
guidance and expertise.

~Lauren Tarantino, Cape Elizabeth High School, Cape Elizabeth, Maine
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A Flower After the Rain - Allison Brooking

A flower after the rain smells good like clean air and looks
pretty. The raindrop on the flower and leaf are like soft little
drips that fall to the ground. I would like to pick the flower

and put it in a vase in my room.
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Speechless - Emily Novak

As a child, I always imagined the first kiss to be overly romantic,

Under a canopy of stars on a midsummers night

And right when your lips touch, fireworks go off and sparks fly everywhere

then it would blossom into a happy fairytale ending.

Made up and implausible

That's what happens in fantasy worlds

My first kiss was in the real world

It was dark, but not pitch black

I remember the soft blue light from the car highlighting the silhouettes of our faces but hiding

our insecurities

My head was on your chest

I could feel your heart racing

I wish I never brought it up

Speechless

Speechless

I am speechless by your words

You smooth motherfucker

You tell me it’s because you want to kiss me

If only I knew what that little kiss would become

If only I could have known there would be no fireworks or sparks

There would be no happily ever after

If only I said no.
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Madly, Hopelessly, Whatever you wanna call it - Sonia Wold

The snow fell in steady heaps

damping the sounds of the world outside my bedroom window

Christmas has come and went with grace and purpose

but none of the gifts I had received were quite as sweet as this one

no crackling fire quite as warm

and no test quite as nerve-wracking

“Can I kiss you?” I asked

the words startled me as much as they did you

sorry, the butterflies in my stomach must have pushed them up and out

I was asking you the question as much as I was asking myself if I was capable or deserving

but you had said yes

we both had no idea what to do or how

but we knew we loved each other and what that felt like

so this must feel like that

fizzy like seltzer water or the static on a television

and smooth like wax or jazz

I don’t think either of us slept

I know I didn’t want to at least

and miss thinking about what happened

or risk dreaming about anything but that moment

but you had said yes

and the snow fell in steady heaps
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Madly, Hopelessly, Speechless - Emily Novak and Sonia Wold

As a child, I always imagined the first kiss to be overly romantic,

The snow fell in steady heaps

Under a canopy of stars on a midsummers night

Damping the sounds of the world outside my bedroom window

And right when your lips touch, fireworks go off and sparks fly everywhere

Christmas has come and went with grace and purpose

then it would blossom into a happy fairytale ending.

But none of the gifts I had received were quite as sweet as this one

Made up and implausible

No crackling fire quite as warm

That's what happens in fantasy worlds

And no test quite as nerve-wracking

My first kiss was in the real world

“Can I kiss you?” I asked

It was dark, but not pitch black

The words startled me as much as they did you

I remember the soft blue light from the car highlighting the silhouettes of our faces but hiding

our insecurities

Sorry, the butterflies in my stomach must have pushed them up and out

My head was on your chest

I was asking you the question as much as I was asking myself if I was capable or deserving

I could feel your heart racing
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But you had said yes

I wish I never brought it up

We both had no idea what to do or how

Speechless

But we knew we loved each other and what that felt like so this must feel like that

Speechless,

Fizzy like seltzer water

I am speechless by your words

or the static on a television

You smooth motherfucker

And smooth like wax or jazz

You tell me it’s because you want to kiss me

I don’t think either of us slept

If only I knew what that little kiss would become

I know I didn’t want to at least

If only I could have known there would be no fireworks or sparks

And miss thinking about what happened

There would be no happily ever after

Or risk dreaming about anything but that moment

If only I said no

But you had said yes.
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Photos - Sabine Spier
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Indistinguishable - Eliza Green

It was in their quiet town where the girl and her friends went around in constant circles
And every year meant wrapping oneself in endless lines only to stay in these circles.

There were little moments that they were supposed to cherish, but winter was still
Consumed by dark mornings and that ugly sweater with the little circles.

Spring was bloated with late nights and grades in red marker while
Summer was blue skies, July feet, and rings exchanged in promises of more circles.

Fall meant crunchy steps and golden hours to waste away with Sun Tea,
But all of it was a repeat of the last year because all they knew was circles.

They thought youth was supposed to be Xs and Os and all sorts of squiggles
But never the constant spiraling circles.

So they waited for a time when late nights meant freedom
And there was glitter under their eyes instead of circles.

When the girl got her first car, it was loud and old and obnoxious and perfect
And they told her to be careful; don’t you remember when his car rolled over in crushing circles?

But a ticket out on four wheels with a loud engine was exactly what she needed,
So she left her friends and her family and her school and her circles.

She moved to the city as a young woman, someone one might see walking down the street
With a scarf to match the season, wrapped around her neck in circles.

She was happier there, with a new picture to look at every day, a new person to talk to,
But sometimes, even now, in her eyes I still notice lots and lots of little circles.
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Poems - Zoe Burgard

Quiet Moment
I woke up at 5:45 this morning and hated myself for it
I woke up at 5:45 this morning to the alert ears of my wheaten terrier on her guard post by the
window
Surveying and warding off any passersby that might disrupt my slumber
Little did she know I could accomplish that job all by myself,
But with my dog’s warm head snuggled against my feet,trying to close every gap between us, I
was able to have another chance at sleep

Zoe
Greek but not like my great uncle
Hopeful but not like my aunt
Zoe because I was not elegant enough for Sadie Grace
Overton like my mother and hers
But in the battle between middle and last my mother lost where she had won on her wedding day
A battle that ends far too predictably
Burgard like my father and his, and his
But not like my grandmother’s that tells stories of Irish immigrants packed onto boats
She lost that battle, too

Bop
Kicking heels off only lets so much steam go
Walking out of a crowded evening claustrophobia lingers, seeping in more
Resentment follows suit
The shine of the night sky blares as much as the awkward conversation I just escaped
The cold heavens, unfeeling in nature refuse to ease the scrutiny of another night among false
smiles and loud voices
There are no shadows to hide in as I make a break for safety, only brightness blocking sight

What a little moonlight can do

It could be the exhaustion or the sheer number of passive comments spewed over pureed
potatoes
Yet the reflection of lunar fluorescence feels like a direct affront to me and my misfortune
The expression is right, you can’t choose your family
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Can’t stop the prodding and digging and yet complete indifference of my life
They mine for achievements to show off to their friends and scratch up everything they throw out
to get to the gold
As the warm light of the cold dining room fades and I walk to the waterI am faced with cool
glow that feels kinder and more aloof than the chaotic brawl of a dinner I did not sign up for and
my head spins

What a little moonlight can do

Maybe it isn’t the light of a lamp in an interrogation room
Maybe it’s a respite from claws that doesn’t confine me to darkness
Maybe in the clear ripples of thee shore as I create even more distance from me and the booming
house
I see myself in my own lens
With the help of a silent friend I grew to hate I remembered who I was to me for me

What a little moonlight can do

Gibberish
I now that its lard to comb to terms with it
But avalanchly you’ll see that I’m fight

You glib and you yearn
I am riser, adept it

Hutch trivial matters don't conceal you
Hoe back to your knitting and grieve the inceptional stuff to me

I cram older, I throw what I’m sueing
I will protract us
Don’t flurry

I’ve got you
You’re all sight

I’ve plot assurances that we will be pine
All asunder control
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Self Portraits - Kaity Woods, Mia Ramsden, Sienna Anker
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A Manic Pixie Dream - Saga Hart
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Honest to the point of recklessness - Lydia Branson

We have always used words like love

spoken from tongues swollen sick with words unsaid

but we have also carved cavernous voids with shredded and bloody palms

where words like honesty and truth should be

we buried them long ago next to responsible love

I think you forgot how to give.

Honest to the point of recklessness

how I wish we could be

we have lost it all now so there is nothing left to fear

I want to be awake in the nightmare of your worst lie

I want the stories you have hoarded in raw gums

I want the false words you spoke in the yellow dark of my childhood bedroom

I want the lies you told me to crest the hill of my consciousness as truths

I want the knowledge of where you’ve been even if it will ruin us

because I do not know how else we can heal.

Honest to the point of recklessness

but how can we be honest if we do not pry open our parched mouths and speak

sit with me but do not lie

do not try to hold my wounded hand

do not pretend you've been here all along

instead learn how to love me responsibly

or do not love me at all.
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The Things He Carried - Owen King

He carried a bag with a wormhole to a dimension of trash and things he ought to throw away. A

place damp and dark with spilled water on the outside, crushed papers, old maps, books he has to

return, broken pencils, and a blue TI-84 calculator on the inside. He carried this bag of misery

wherever he went as a student and tossed it on the ground with a satisfying thud as it both

figuratively and literally held him down. The stress of school would not dissipate with this thud.

Hours of his life were spent on extracurricular activities, homework, college counseling sessions,

and writing essays. This stress was like a play, rehearsed every day, to an audience of one, and

selling tickets only to him. The rehearsal stretched on and on, eventually covering every part of

his life: the weekends were a time to study statistics, the weekdays for precalculus, reading a

book, and reading the history assignment. He would have loved to merely not do any work

whatsoever, flee that school, the backpack, and scream at all who would listen: I'm gone,

assholes! To break those chains which he saw holding him down, he wanted to beat the falcon of

the system which, in the style of Prometheus, he saw eating his liver, taking the life away from

him. But he knew he could not because some would listen and would take note of how this

promising student ended up dropping out. He cared about the feelings of others towards him. He

would let the falcon eat his liver because he was too scared to see how people would react.

He carried in his leather wallet a debit card, a school-issued ID card, and his driver's

license weighing him in at 169 pounds at the height of 5’11. These were all things that defined to

others who he was: to the bank, to the school, and to the officer. But, he often pondered how he

was identified by others, not just by physical characteristics like his height or weight but by his

personality. Left buried in that wallet was an old mini-golf card for a free game, a memory of a
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great day; he was likely the only person who remembered that day with friends. There was a

profound sense of childhood glee that washed over his face when he saw that card: its dynamic

background, with the smiling fish that invited him to return; the card’s silly fonts; and the card’s

wear and tear reminding him that this was long ago. He kept it there to reminisce about a good

day as he had noticed they had become fewer and fewer as he grew older. He was too focused on

education, college, and all the things he thought mattered. He carried that card to remind him to

take some time off from work, that work did not dictate all he did in his life. But he failed to

listen to this reminder as he spends most of his time working on schoolwork rather than spending

time with any of his friends and making new great days. He saw himself as an idiot in that way

because he knows that the time he spends writing could be made memorable. He will not

remember the weekend he spent studying statistics, precalculus, or another subject. But the day

he spent mini-golfing and how he plugged a ball into the statues' net? That will stick with him

forever. Even still, though, he’d trudge through the mediocrity that life provided. To hope and to

pray that life would grant him more days like that.

When he thought of the days ahead, he saw struggles, of course, he saw many all-nighters

in college, he saw days where he would spend the whole day from dawn to dusk studying. He

saw a teen whose troubles were many and virtues were few, failing in many ways. But in the end,

he saw a well-groomed blonde man giving a lecture to students about the intricacies of the Crisis

of the third century. In the end, he saw a man smiling as his students learned through his

guidance. He saw this man and knew why he had to keep going, why he had to let the falcon stay

with him and why he had to sacrifice time with friends and family; because that goal is one he

cannot get out of his head and he will carry on to get there.
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Photos - Maya Nelson
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The Choice - Amelia Tennyson

A restless gloom

eyes opaque

the wilderness seemed to draw you in.

Just a child, blond and innocent

but then weren't they all? The entire war,

the mountains,

the mean little villages,

the trails and trees and rivers

and deep misted-over valleys.

You hide in this fortress,

behind wire and sandbags,

and you don’t know what it’s all about.

Sometimes you want to swallow the death

You get scared sometimes—lots of times.

When you’re out there at night,

you can feel your blood moving,

like you’re full of fire.
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Release - Emily Novak

Nothing is forever,

He wailed and whined as I sought refuge in those who lift me up

My brain filled with lies and manipulation through distorted comforts and shallow love

He created cracks in our glasshouse,

yet still, he wondered about their origins placing the fault on me

Everything has changed

Days full of love caused me to overlook his sins

But in the blink of an eye, the tsunami of his anger shattered our home

pulling me back to reality

Days turned into weeks of navigating the treacherous slopes.

Words that once left me dreaming of wonderful days filled with splashes of color, morphed into a

dark prison with no escape,

His endless deception trapped me.

Everything has changed

I found solace in those who truly loved me

Those who never let me fall

I begged you for the key

I prayed for the sweet release of your toxic words

Time and time again

Finally, they lift me above your words and I am free

Everything has changed.
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The Things I Carry - Amelia Tennyson

The things she carried varied by destination. Among the necessities and near-necessities

she carried to school were pencils, notebooks, composition books, stray worksheets, highlighters,

markers, free reading books, one calculator, one Macbook, and one daily planner. French, which

was one of her less demanding classes on the subject of materials, rarely warranted even opening

her backpack. However math, one of the hardest classes on her schedule and the most

demanding, required the most materials which filled the surface of her desk: a Macbook, a

notebook, a pencil, a calculator, and occasionally assorted worksheets with numerous

anxiety-inducing mathematical word problems. Among the necessities and near-necessities she

carried to work—which was the pool, she was a lifeguard—were her uniform (a lifeguard shirt)

and a whistle. Among the necessities she carried everywhere were her phone and keys, and

occasionally her wallet, if needed.

Among the intangible things she carried were the things nobody else could see, at least

not with just a glance. Despite being intangible they felt like a sack of bricks, strapped to her

shoulders and pulling her away from the living and breathing. Sometimes it was a slight tug, and

sometimes it was a yank. Sometimes it was like slow-moving ghostly tendrils creeping up during

an awkward social interaction, and sometimes it was like sudden claws on your shoulders when

driving home. But every time without fail there were the same symptoms: fatigue. Doubtfulness.

And with the added burden of anxiety, she could never speak up for herself. Just going up to

someone and saying ‘I need help’ just wasn’t possible.

The things she carried out of superstition or comfort were few, but unique. The small

giraffe on her set of keys reminded her of the kid-like happiness of finding random gifts. The

many stickers on her water bottle from various ski trips, beloved places to shop or eat, or random

ones from her many travels reminded her of of her own enginuity. The cut-out M from a Monster
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can placed inside her phone case reminded her of her craftiness, and also of her

not-quite-an-addiction love for Monster Zero Ultra. The silicone toy moose from her visit to

UMaine in Augusta reminded her of her aspirations to become an architect, but also the very

complicated hoops she’ll have to jump through to get there. Finally, the two medals hung on the

wall next to her desk reminded her of the blast she had playing in the 2021 CEHS softball team

and winning state champions, but also of the sad realization that she wasn’t on varsity, she didn’t

play in any of the playoff games, she didn’t contribute. You use tangible items  here very

powerfully

The memories she carried, similar to the various knickknacks she found comfort in, were

few but strangely specific. Like the memory of driving toy cars in the back yard with

neighborhood friends. Or the memory of the first day of summer camp as a 9-year-old, and the

friend she would make there who would turn out to be much more than a friend. Or the memory

of driving a car for the first time. Or the memory of a squishy feeling on the bottom of her

cousin’s lake and dozens of tadpoles that zipped by just under the surface of the water.  I’d love

for you to have developed this part a little bit more. How and why do these memories stand out?

How are they a part of you? The move into the final paragraph feels a bit too quick.

At night, staring into the darkness only lightened by the dim glow-in-the-dark stars glued

to the wall above her, she was carried off to sleep by the thoughts and hopes of her future. She

was hopeful to have a new life in college, to finally learn what she loved to do, and to soon do

what she loved to do. However, she thought back to that in every stage in her life, there has been

no emotion, no push to the next stage. An infant, to a child, to a middle schooler, to a

highschooler, to a college student, then an adult. The grueling path. She carried these two beliefs

in the form of an angel and devil on her shoulders, each pushing their own ideation of the future:

one fighting to show that the future will be no less tedious than now, and the other fighting to

show that if you work hard enough, your future will work out exactly as you want it to.
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Bop Poem - Growing Pains - Hadley Johnson

Lately, I’ve been having growing pains.

Not the kind where I wrap blankets around my knees

to stop the throbbing ache that accompanies getting taller,

but the kind where I regret taking my childhood for granted,

the kind where I miss the metaphorical security blanket

that kept me satisfied, safe, and sound.

Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away.

I can still hear my high pitched laugh, still see the pitcher of lemonade

on those carefree summer days where my father told me,

“You don’t need to speak so loudly, we’re right here,”

but I would amplify my voice anyway

because I had something to say.

I feel like I don’t know what to say anymore,

so I shrink back into my shell, back into the cocoon

from which I was supposed to blossom, I was supposed to blossom.

Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away.

But lately, I’ve been having growing pains,

and there’s no easy way to solve them,

so I hide under blankets, and wait to feel secure,

while I reminisce over the days when life wasn’t such a maze

and I wasn’t such a pawn within its walls.

I promise not to take for granted the present, like I did the past.

Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away.
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Movie Theaters - Piper Rickman

I have loved movie theaters so much—ever since I was a little kid. I don’t think I could

come up with a single bad trait about them. When you walk in, it smells amazing. It’s the sort of

smell you can recognize instantly. Buttery, salty, delicious popcorn. The best thing is, it always

smells exactly the same. I wonder if that’ll ever change. I doubt it. I love the general area of the

movie theaters. The colorful carpet, the machines to get your tickets, even the warmth—Which is

so detectable that it’s almost as if it were visible. At some movie theaters, there’s even an arcade.

God, the arcade is so fun. You would have the time of your life. I remember how it felt like an

extra special treat when my dad gave me some quarters to play a game in there. Once you’ve

gotten your movie ticket and proceed to snack stands, the ordering experience would begin. I

love everything about the ordering experience at a movie theater—Even waiting in line. Staring

at the candy options, watching someone else’s soon to be popcorn pop, and even staring at the

posters of the movies that are releasing soon—Which were always jumbled around the walls. My

dad never really enjoyed the waiting though. We both, however, enjoyed the ordering. We would

plan to get just a bag of popcorn, and then boom—We walk away with the popcorn, along with

multiple types of candies and sodas. My dad always held everything—He got nervous over the

fact that I could easily drop it all, considering my significantly tiny hands. I wonder if he would

let me hold them now. I love the excitement and nervousness of finding your seat when you walk

into your movie room. When me and my dad went with my mom, she always got nervous. “What

if someone’s in our seat?” “I can’t sit next to a stranger, Scott!” “I can’t hold this for much

longer, hurry up!” Were all things she’d say—Very fun to be around. This never bothered me at

the moment, though. Someone could tell me they’d stolen all my things, and chances are if I was

in the movie theater while being told this—I’d be unbothered. God, I really do love the movie
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theaters. Sometimes I think it’s abnormal to have such a connection with such an average place. I

mean, you would love the movie theaters in Maine. They’re all just so wonderful. Now, my

favorite thing, my favorite thing of all the things I love—The popcorn. Everything about it.

Watching it pop, ordering it, holding it in my lap while waiting for the previews to start, and then

finally being able to dig in once my dad said it was okay. When you put that first piece of

popcorn in your mouth, you’d instantly get that sort of salty hit in your mouth. The audience

experience is a great thing too—Everyone collectively laughing at the funny part in a movie.

Everyone collectively gasping once the plot twist is revealed. You would really enjoy it. Once

the movie is over and you walk back to your car—That’s an insane feeling. I can’t even describe

it to its fullest content. For me, it feels like an out of body experience. I know you probably think

I sound a little stupid, but it’s the truth. Overall, my favorite aspect, not thing, of the movie

theaters is how it moves with time. It’s just so strange, in a way. It moves so fluently—putting

out a new movie and making new business just like that. Yet it also feels so complicated. When I

go in there, I feel the same, yet different. I am just as excited as I was as a child, if not more, but

something is always off. Maybe it’s the feeling that I don’t really need my dad to hold the

popcorn for me anymore. Maybe it’s the feeling of leading my parents to find our seats instead of

them leading me. Maybe it’s even the feeling of being too nervous to laugh during that one funny

part, because I would feel embarrassed if I was the only one. Don’t get me wrong, I love the

movie theaters forever and always—It’s just that it’s not entirely the same. I don’t really know

how to articulate my own feelings on the subject. You have to know what I’m going for here.

Even if I could find a way to grasp the description of that feeling, I’m not exactly sure if I’d

really want to face it.
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Found Poem from Sula by Toni Morrison - Alemnesh Sesselberg

Got you
He screamed

Somebody saw
Chicken Little sank

Don’t, don’t
You didn’t mean it

Come on, lets go, Sula
“Naw. Lemme go”

“OK, I’m leavin’ you.
Relieved and encouraged

Nel hollered
“Yeah, Chicken. Come on, now.”

“What?”
It ain’t your fault.

He dumped Chicken Little into a burlap sack
So the coffin was closed.

Gasping for breath
Nel’s legs had turned to granite

Sula simply cried
“Sh, sh. Don’t don’t. You didn’t mean it.”

Was he there? Did he see?
Sula covered her mouth as they walked down the hill.

Will those people ever be anything but animals
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Found Poem from Sula by Toni Morrison - Ellie Mainville

Chicken Little laughed

Sula picked him up

He slipped

Water

Chicken Little sank

Dark

Closed

Space

Joy sailed away

“Sh. Sh.”

“It ain’t your fault”

Laughter would stay above ground forever

That’s Just the Life, a music video - Hadley Johnson
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Found Poem from The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien - Josie Caton and

Katherine Scanlon
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Boy - Nate Healey

Make sure your room is clean directly after getting home; make sure to take the dogs for

a walk, no shorter than to this spot;  do the dishes and wash them, making sure that everything

sparkles under the light; make sure to turn off all the lights after leaving your room-- I will not

remind you again; this is how you set the dryer off to exactly 42 minutes-- anything else is

unnecessary; make sure to do all your homework; I already turned this in, though. Why is it still

marked as zero?; make sure to wake up at 6:45 sharp-- any later will result in a punishment; this

is how you water the plants everyday; this is how you fold all your clothes lengthwise, otherwise

they will be cramped; rake all the leaves in the yard; but it all falls back down; make sure to do

as well as you can in tests anything you do bad in you’ll need to retake; make sure to try and

work out every single day, that come before anything else besides schoolwork; make sure to turn

your computer off every night--otherwise you’ll be paying the electricity bill before you know it;

make sure to prep dinner ahead of time so you can save us some time, it's not like you do that

much for us anyways; this is how you mix the right chemicals to get everything cleaned

properly-- its an exact seven to one ratio; this is how you scrub the counter well so that it shines

like the sun; this is how you lift the wood so that you can chop it easily; this is how you chop the

wood so that it gets cut into thirds; this is how you set up a bonfire so that it burns ten times

longer than usual; are you even listening to what I’m saying?
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Balloon - Freddy Barraclough

Every day the carrying began without fail. It was a certainty among variables that every

day he got up, placed his earbuds in his left pocket and his phone and pen in his right. Holsters

for the weapons that helped him combat both schoolwork as well as the monotony of day to day

life. After arming himself, he would march downstairs to continue the process. He would

examine the innards of his backpack, one that was once (moderately) organized but now

resembled more of a file cabinet than a bag someone was meant to lug around for the majority of

the monotony. Deployment began at ~ 7:07 AM each day, symbolized by the mustard colored

bus that always smelt oddly like rat fluids. In a fit of irony, this is where the battle against the

monotony again. He loaded his earbuds into his phone, switching on one of the two thousand one

hundred and forty eight songs he’d accumulated over many years prior. The function of this

action was necessary, immediate, and necessarily immediate. The rapid sound formed more akin

to a stimulant than an actual weapon, easing his mind prior to the real fight. This was the part of

the day that he liked to use to reminisce. The war began at a young age, and only got rougher

over the tumultuous years. Despite how long the war had been going on for, it never seemed to

hit its apex; each and every turn looked darker and darker than the last. Over his years of service

his weaponry had changed to fit the battlefield. In the beginning, he carried maybe two pencils

and a sense of pride. With himself, his development, and the praise he received from his peers

and authority. But as the war got older, so did he. An inevitable waft of heavy air sent forth by

time slowly smothered the ember of childhood, leaving a single string of smoke left to carry on

in its place. The smoke never faded or resided, lingering. When reminiscing, the boy imagined

he was inhaling a plume of the smoke, a temporary film of nostalgia lapping itself over his

corneas, delving into memories he could not afford to forget. Then he’d arrive at school and let
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the film dissipate into the crisp morning air. He carried this smog everywhere inside his cranium,

careful not to let any of the reminiscence leak out into the world, afraid he’d lose it. Sometimes

he did.

As the war got older, his weapons became obsolete, requiring a sharp increase in general

supplies. He never found himself going into another year of the war with less . Days that

formerly required two pencils and a single binder now required a ball point erasable gel pen, a

tablet, two notebooks, an enormous amount of concentration, willpower, and a book about

soldiers doing soldier things. For hours at a time the boy would sit and fight his part of his fight,

chopping away at a chiseled block larger than he could fit his eyes around. He did so not because

he wanted to, but because there was no other choice. Over the years, this was the sole truth he

developed. There were expectations to meet, numbers to reach, places to visit, and he knew this.

The pride he originally felt early on turned to a sour mix of self pity and narcissism, with the

original ego founded on pride turning into ego found on past achievements, and a vain self

promise to redeem himself to his “former glory” of inflated accomplishments.

He felt the weight of his back-bound file cabinet, but much more than that the combined

weight of the smog fusing with the vain promise inside the walls of his otherwise seemingly

hollow head. With one came the other, and holding onto the fumes of the nostalgic film had

begun to brand the newfound ego deeper and deeper into his head. The only reprieve from the

fog he found was in dispersing it with sound. He’d load the buds into his ears, priming and firing

endless waves of noise, hoping to shatter the incorporeal mist that simply retreated to the dulled

corners of its chamber.

During the aforementioned reprieve, he’d wander the alleys and halls between battles,

enjoying it as best as he could. Behind his scalp he could finally hear himself scream through the
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sanitized dome that took the place of the prior fog. He could picture himself running, and

running, and running, and running. Running past Parker and Matthew and Jess and Nat and Eric

and Vina; his father; his mother, a 5 year old boy from Wisconsin named Michael who knew

nothing of him, Robin Williams, Osamu Dazai, Martin Luther King Jr., the people he made in his

head at a young age, and perhaps, most importantly, himself. He saw himself a hundred times

over lining the path he darted down. At 5 years old, 6 years old, 7 years old, his first kiss, his

favorite birthday party, his lowest point and his highest. However, without fail, as he rapidly

approached the present in this chronological sequence of ego, he’d sharply drop through the floor

of the dome, sinking heavily back into the fog.to awaken back into the alley of monotony. But

now when he pulled the plugs from his ears, he felt an odd sense of certainty creeping into the

concoction of ego and vain promises. He placed his right hand over his pens, his left over his

earbuds, and felt the weight of the bag on his back counteract the pressure steadily reasserting

itself in his head. He’d steady himself and check his pockets one last time. The things he carried

would diminish, but for now he returned to the fray.
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Found Poem from The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien: There She Is -
Stella Crawford
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The Things She Carried - Anna Cieciorowska

She was carrying her 50 pound, blue suitcase down the stairs of the airport. It was filled

with every little thing from her room she could possibly fit in: clothes she bought specifically

for this trip, clothes she had for years, different types of shoes, and her favorite swimsuit. She

could carry the suitcase with one hand. Her knuckles were turning white as she was tightly

squeezing the handle, trying to balance between people. Like holding onto that suitcase was

taking her from the chaotic airport and placing her  in a quiet living room with her mom sitting

on the old couch and watching a soap opera with dad making dinner in the kitchen. That suitcase

was the only thing she took with her from home. It was the only thing that would remind her of

home, for the next ten months she was to spend in the United States. Later, weeks after she left

her house, she forgot about that suitcase. The things that were in it were unpacked and put onto

shelves and it looked like she was living in that room forever. The only thing that could reveal

that she was not a “real” resident was the suitcase hidden in a deep corner. In the late evening,

after a hard day at school, she would lay in bed, looking at the suitcase, and spend long minutes

thinking. She would imagine just leaving the U.S and coming back to her small town in Poland.

She sometimes would even pick up the suitcase and think how easy it was when she used it for

trips with the people whom she knew for years. In the U.S she had to try: try to make new

friends, try new food, try to enjoy every minute. She knew the next time she was going to pack

that suitcase she was going to feel something completely opposite: desire to stay in the United

States and not coming back to her real problems and responsibilities.

Months passed and the things she carried with her changed. The suitcase was forgotten

for the time being. She had her phone, wallet, a couple of hair ties, and a necklace. The necklace

being maybe the only sentimental thing she’s ever owned. She felt a little more secure when she
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could feel its texture, because it was given to her by her mom on their trip to Crete. She liked to

play with the small, glass evil eye in a narrow, smooth silver frame and it reminded her that she’s

not entirely alone, just in a different country. She had been wanting to travel by herself for ages,

but in moments it felt like the hardest thing she’s ever had to do. How could she spend Christmas

without her young cousins running around, or without seeing her friends on New Year’s Eve? It

didn’t feel right. It felt like an unusually realistic and vivid dream and soon she was going to

wake up and fall back on the ground. She wasn’t prepared for that, she thought. Who had sent

her here? Why did no one tell her how hard it can be? But it was a little easier when she could

feel that necklace laying on her skin in between her collarbones and feel that cheerful moment

with her mom walking around narrow streets in the sun, and being beside her. Even though she

was thousands of miles away.

What she carried varied by the day.

When it was the middle of the school week, she carried a bag, books, pencils, iPad, and

equipment for a sport it was currently season for. But as the bag was already a burden making

her back tense and tired, she had to carry all the emotional baggage of an exchange student. The

weight that couldn’t be exactly measured. It was more of  anxiety, stress, and longing. Whenever

she had to be in a class without her best friend, whenever she had to read in front of the class

knowing her accent was foreign, the burden was heavier.

If it was a weekend, or it was any type of vacation from school, she would leave all of

that and minimize her baggage to phone, headphones, maybe sunglasses. The stress wasn’t that

heavy either. She could feel like she’s more of a visitor sightseeing a new place rather than a

person trying to fit into a new community. She didn’t like to carry much. With those small things

she was able to perform any types of activities she wanted to with everything perfectly fitting
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into her pockets. She didn’t like bags. It annoyed her how they would slip from her arm a lot, or

she had to have her one hand busy all the time. Having everything in pockets gave her an illusion

that she had control over what she carried with her and she could check if anything was missing

at any time just by feeling it in her pocket.

For the most part she carried herself with serenity, a kind of calmness. Now and then,

however, there were times of apprehension, when she wanted to throw it all away, begged for it

to stop, thoughts were running through her head, she was hoping to just buy the first available

ticket and fly back home. Afterwards, when she calmed herself down again, she would put a

smile on her face. She would force herself to hide. As if in slow motion, frame by frame, the

world would go back to normal again. It was the burden of living the dream. She used pictures to

contain what she really felt. One photo of the deeply blue ocean in the sunny, cloudless sky was

sent to a friend. She was an actor. When something, either thrilling or distressing, happened, it

wasn’t quite happening, because in some way it seemed scripted, she was supposed to be ecstatic

about all of the experience. So she kept sending only happy pictures. She told stories only about

happy days.

When she thought about days to come, she imagined all that burden going away, no

expectations towards her year being flawless and unblemished, no more trying to fit in, no more

new family, because it would be over. But would it be easier, or would it just be as it is? She

would never be the same person again, because it all changed her and how she viewed the world.

Maybe it was harder than it was in her hometown, but that’s what she signed up for. That’s what

she wanted.
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In the Shadows - Ashley Ryer and Evan Reeves

Stories that last forever,
yet not saying a word,

secretive and suspicious,
moving like shadows

in the night.
There was a heavy silence,

an ordinary flow.
The mystery:
What exactly?

How did?
What was?

A kind of sadness
beneath the stories surface,

long elastic silences,
then she is gone.

There were no real answers
she disappeared inside herself;

seemed to shine in the dark,
in the shadows there was laughter

the war intrigued her,
that quick hot rush

on fire,
can’t feel like that anywhere else,

a restless gloom
a small, soft shadow
at peace with herself.

Like the effect of a powerful drug
she was part of the land,

dangerous,
ready for the kill.

Found Poem from The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien
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Me - Tess Straw

My name is Tess.
But I am not.
I start when someone points me out.
“Tess”
What? Thats… me?
I don’t think of me as Tess
Instead, it's more, just, me,
It’s strange to think--when they think me,
There is no me, just Tess.
There’s nothing wrong with the name Tess
I just don’t care, it isn’t me
Detached, I’d say, that’s what I am
And so I’m left without much choice--
They say,
“Nice name,”
I say,
“I guess,”
It isn’t me
I’m not just Tess
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Three Poems: Cluttered Silence, The Princess and the Frog, Doggone
Simon Shyka-Brown

Cluttered Silence

A colorful spinny chair
I stole from my mom last year
A mismatched pile of books and graphic novels
Waiting to be read
A pile of school work so big I don't want to think about it
Waiting to be completed
A poop bag and some dog treats
A reminder of a morning walk
An unorganized to-do list with chicken scratch handwriting
Reminding me of my weekend plans
A painting of a pink pineapple with spiky good leaves
Bought at a thrift store for eight dollars
To much random clutter
From yesterdays laziness
A cat that's a bit to chubby
Lounging in a sunbeam
An old yearbook from elementary school
A reminder of my past I probably don't remember
An broken thermometer telling me it's 92 degrees in my room
It's not
A closed laptop
Waiting for a day of poetry
I sit and watch the scene in front of me
A still image with so much activity
I am ready for the day
But I want to stay here
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The Princess and the Frog

The Princess and the Frog
Arguably the best Disney movie
Unarguably the best soundtrack
A soundtrack you can sing to
Laugh to
Dance to
And that's just what we were doing
Dancing
It was the final scene – the one in the restaurant
Where Louis is jamming out on his trumpet
And the camera pans out to reveal
Tiana and Naveen dancing on top of their restaurant
And then the credits roll
And the song continues
Lively and upbeat
One that you could dance to forever
And never get tired
And the song was so beautiful
And she was so beautiful
Then in that moment I knew
And I guess she knew too
Because she kissed me before I had a chance to kiss her
And then we just kept dancing
And the credits kept rolling
And the song kept playing
Lively and upbeat
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Doggone, a bop

You love to run
And I love to watch you run
But why must you run away
Why not around or towards or behind or left or right or up or down
Why away
You treat our house as a prison, and you the escapee
Who let the dogs out
Who, who
You fly like a bird
But even birds are not immune to cars
You run for your life
For, as far as I can tell, it is your life
You live for the wind rushing past your face
For the feeling of your feet pounding a rhythm into the earth
That it will not soon forget
One day, I think, you will run away and never come back
And I am scared
Who let the dogs out
Who, who
But I know, to deny you running would be to take your life
And I am not one to kill
So next time you run, please
Please come back
Who let the dogs out
Who, who
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Found Poem from The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien: Lost but not
Found - Laurent de Vries and James Rickman
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Me Eating an Apple - Emily Whalen

This is a picture of myself. I like this picture because it brings joy to me.
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